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PURPOSE. To determine the theoretical change of corneal as-
phericity within the zone of laser ablation after a conventional
myopia treatment, which conforms to Munnerlyn’s paraxial
formula and in which the initial corneal asphericity is not taken
into consideration.

METHODS. The preoperative corneal shape in cross section was
modeled as a conic section of apical radius R1 and shape factor
p1. A myopia treatment was simulated, and the equation of the
postoperative corneal section within the optical zone was
calculated by subtracting the ablation profile conforming to a
general equation published by Munnerlyn et al. The apical
radius of curvature r2 of the postoperative profile was calcu-
lated analytically. The postoperative corneal shape was fitted
by a conic section, with an apical radius equal to r2 and a shape
factor p2 equal to the value that induced the lowest sum of
horizontal residuals and the lowest sum of squared residuals.
These calculations were repeated for a range of different di-
optric treatments, initial shape factor values, and radii of cur-
vature to determine the change of corneal asphericity within
the optical zone of treatment.

RESULTS. Analytical calculation of r2 showed it to be indepen-
dent of the initial preoperative shape factor p1. The determi-
nation of p2 was unambiguous, because the same value in-
duced both the lowest sum of residuals and the lowest sum of
the squared residuals. For corneas initially prolate (p1 , 1),
prolateness increased (p2 , p1 , 1), whereas for oblate cor-
neas (p1 . 1), oblateness increased (p2 . p1 . 1) within the
treated zone after myopia treatment. This trend increased with
the increasing magnitude of treatment and decreased with
increasing initial apical radius of curvature R1.

CONCLUSIONS. After conventional myopic excimer laser treat-
ment conforming to Munnerlyn’s paraxial formula, the postop-
erative theoretical corneal asphericity can be accurately ap-
proximated by a best-fit conic section. For initially prolate
corneas, there is a discrepancy between the clinically reported
topographic trend to oblateness after excimer laser surgery for
myopia and the results of these theoretical calculations. (Invest
Ophthalmol Vis Sci. 2001;42:1736–1742)

In both photorefractive keratectomy (PRK) and laser in situ
keratomileusis (LASIK) for myopia, flattening of the central

corneal curvature due to tissue photoablation results in de-
creased refractive power. Although considered proprietary,
current excimer laser algorithms rely on the pioneering theo-
retical work of Munnerlyn et al.1 They predict the change in
corneal power by considering the initial unablated and the final
ablated corneal surface as two spherical surfaces, with a single
but different radius of curvature.

Given that the corneal surface is aspheric, the corneal shape
in cross section can be approximated by a conic section.2–7

The asphericity of the cornea is then defined by the shape
factor of the conic section that approximates it most closely. A
high percentage of corneas are prolate.2,3,7–9 After PRK for
myopia, a change from a prolate conformation to an oblate
optical contour has been reported.10–13 To our knowledge,
there have been no reports that address the theoretical change
in asphericity induced by excimer laser treatment for myopia.

We attempted to predict the theoretical change of corneal
asphericity within the optical zone after myopia treatment,
conforming with the work of Munnerlyn et al.1 We developed
a mathematical model based on a conic section approximation,
enabling prediction of theoretical postoperative asphericity,
and investigated the influence of preoperative asphericity,
magnitude of correction, and radius of curvature on its out-
come.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Current excimer laser ablations for treating myopia rely on the pio-

neering work of Munnerlyn et al.,1 in which the initial and final corneal

surfaces are assumed to be spherical. This allows calculation of the

ablation profile by the following general formula (Fig. 1)
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where t( y) expresses the depth of tissue removal as a function of the

distance y from the center of an optical zone diameter of S when R1

and R2 are the initial and final corneal anterior radii of curvature,

respectively. The power of the removed lenticule (D) corresponds to

the intended refractive change and is related to R1, R2, and the index

of refraction (n) as follows
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where R2 is more than R1 for ablations of myopia.

In our theoretical model, we made the following assumptions: The

initial corneal surface is rotationally symmetric, and the plane curve of

a corneal meridian is a conic section with its apex located at the origin

of rectangular x, y coordinates in a system of Cartesian axes.

A conic section can be described mathematically by Baker’s equa-

tion14

y2 5 2Rx 2 px2 (3)
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where x and y are the coordinates on a Cartesian system with the axis

of revolution, R the apical radius of curvature, and p the shape factor.

When p is less than 1, the ellipse is prolate and flattens from the center

to the periphery. When p equals 1, the ellipse is a circle. When p is

more than 1, the ellipse is oblate and steepens from the center to the

periphery.

For our purpose, it is more useful to evaluate x in terms of y.

Solving equation 3 for x gives

X~y! 5
R 2 Î~R2 2 py2!

p
(4)

When a correction of D diopters is simulated using equation 1 of

Munnerlyn et al.1 on a cornea modeled as a conic section of apical

radius R1 and shape factor p1, within an optical zone diameter S, the

resultant curve X2 is derived from the following equation

X2~ y! 5 X1~ y! 1 t~ y! (5)
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This equation does not describe a conic section (Fig. 2). However, the

radius of curvature for each point of the curve X2 is given by r2( y),

which can be computed as follows

r2~y! 5 U ~1 1 X92~ y!!3/2

X 02~ y!
U (7)

This formula gives the radius of the osculating circle r2 at any point of

the curve (X2). The first derivative X92( y) is
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and the second derivative X02( y) is
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After inserting respective first and second derivatives of function

X2( y) into formula r2( y), the radius of curvature can be calculated by

substituting X92( y) and X02( y) in equation 7. The apical radius of

curvature of X2( y) is r2(0). It is calculated by substituting 0 for y.

When

y 5 0, r2~0! 5 R2 (10)

Thus, the radius of curvature of X2 at the apex (apical radius of

curvature) is the same as the final radius of curvature, which is derived

from equation 1 (Munnerlyn et al.1).

Thus, X2( y) has an apical radius of curvature R2, but the shape

factor that describes its asphericity cannot be computed by the fore-

going calculations, because X2( y) does not describe a conic section.

However, a best-fit conic section, C2( y), with apical radius of curva-

ture R2 and shape factor p2 can be calculated. We plotted multiple

conic sections, C( y) with shape factor pc. Substituting C for X in

equation 4 (Fig. 3)
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To determine the best-fit conic section with shape factor p2, we used

two methods to minimize the sum of the absolute values of the

residuals T(pc) and the sum of the squared residuals Ts(pc).

We developed a numerical procedure and performed computation

on a computer spreadsheet (Excel 97 software; Microsoft, Seattle,

WA). We defined 31 points along the hemi y-axis from y 5 0 to y 5

S/2 5 3 mm, equally spaced by 0.01 mm. For a given R1, D, and p1,

T(pc) and Ts(pc) were iteratively calculated for values of pc ranging

from (p1 2 2) to (p1 1 2) by incremental steps of 0.01. Solutions were

represented by the value(s) of pc that induced the smallest T(pc) and

the smallest Ts(pc). These sums were recorded and tabulated.

Referring to the geometric model of the laser excimer treatment

operation for myopia defined herein, we were able to repeat these

FIGURE 2. Ablation profile for myopia conforming to Munnerlyn’s
equation applied on an aspheric surface modeled in cross section as a
conic section X1(y) of apical radius equal to R1. The postoperative
cross section X2( y) is equal to the addition of the initial aspheric
profile X1( y) and the ablation profile t( y).

FIGURE 1. Model proposed by Munnerlyn et al.1 for the ablation
profile in the excimer laser treatment of myopia. The investigators
predict the change in corneal power by treating the initial unablated
and the final ablated corneal surfaces as two spherical diopters, each
having a single but different radius of curvature, respectively R1 and R2.
This model enables the general formula (equation 1) to calculate the
ablation profile t(y) as a function of distance to the center of the optical
zone of diameter S.
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calculations for a range of different dioptric treatments, initial shape

factor values, and radii of curvature. The numerical values of the

selected variables are listed in Table 1.

RESULTS

In the theoretical conditions that we used to determine the
best-fit conic section, the pc that corresponded to the lowest
T(pc) was identical with that corresponding to the lowest
Ts(pc) value. The minimal value of T(pc) and Ts(pc) correspond-
ing to the same pc for 31 points thus provided a value for p2

within our range of testing of 60.01. The minimal values of
T(pc) and Ts(pc) were always less than 2 and 0.1 mm, respec-
tively.

Figure 4 represents the effect of the myopia treatment on
initial corneal asphericity. In corneas that were initially prolate
(p1 , 1), we found that prolateness increased (p2 , p1 , 1),
whereas in initially oblate corneas (p1 . 1), oblateness in-
creased (p2 . p1 . 1) within the treated zone after myopia
treatment. Spherical corneas remained spherical (p2 5 p1 5 1)
after treatment. The slope of asphericity change was not con-
stant but increased with the magnitude of treatment.

Figure 5 shows the effect of the initial radius of curvature on
the asphericity outcome after treatment of prolate corneas. For
the same treatment parameters, steeper prolate corneas (R 5
7.5 mm) tend to become less prolate than flatter prolate cor-
neas (R 5 8.1 mm). This effect increases with the magnitude of
the treatment. Figure 6 shows the effect of initial radius of
curvature in oblate corneas. For the same magnitude of treat-

ment, steeper oblate corneas tend to become less oblate and
flatter oblate corneas more oblate.

DISCUSSION

Defocus correction is the objective of conventional laser re-
fractive procedures based on the formula of Munnerlyn et al.,1

which assumes that preoperative corneal surface has a single
radius of curvature. The normal human cornea is not spherical,
and, despite its shortcomings, modeling the corneal shape in
cross section as a conic section is a better approximation and
has been widely used3–6,15 since its introduction by Mandell
and St. Helen in 1971.2 Most human normal corneas conform
to a prolate ellipse and flatten from the center to the periphery
(negative asphericity; p , 1), but some corneas are oblate and
steepen from the center to the periphery (positive asphericity;
p . 1).

Based on topographic observations that the central cornea
becomes flatter than the untreated peripheral cornea after
excimer laser surgery for myopia, it could be erroneously
predicted that the postoperative outcome in all myopic cor-
neas after excimer laser surgery would be increased oblate-
ness. Such a prediction does not take into consideration the
changes of corneal curvature within the treatment zone. The
focus of our study was to examine the postoperative changes
of corneal asphericity within the treatment zone without con-
sideration of the transition zone or the peripheral zone outside
the treatment.

We have demonstrated that in prolate and oblate corneas,
laser treatments for myopia based on the equation of Munner-
lyn et al.1 result in a final apical radius of curvature that is
independent of the initial asphericity (equation 10). Further-
more, we have demonstrated that in prolate corneas these laser
treatments result in more prolate configuration within the area
of treatment (Fig. 5) and conversely in oblate corneas, the
outcome is increased oblateness (Fig. 6).

In initially prolate corneas, there is a discrepancy between
the topographic observations and the theoretical predictions

FIGURE 3. Approximation of the
postoperative profile X2i( y) by a
conic section C( y) of apical radius of
curvature R2 and shape factor pc.

TABLE 1. Representative Variables within the Normal Range

Initial Radius of
Curvature (R1)

(mm)
Initial Asphericity

(p1)
Magnitude of Treatment

(Diopters)*

7.5, 7.8, 8.1 0.4, 0.75, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4 21 to 212

* In 1-diopter steps.
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of our model with regard to the change in asphericity. This
discrepancy may be due to several factors.

First, there are limitations in the elliptical model used in our
study. The true corneal section does not conform exactly to an
ellipse. The ideal model may have to incorporate additional
factors (i.e., higher polynomial) to match the human cornea.
The elliptical model is, however, a good approximation of the
corneal profile over the central 8 mm of its approximately
12-mm diameter.16 This area represents the central optical
zone, which is flattened after excimer treatment for myopia
and through which light passes to form the foveal image. In
conventional optics, conic sections are frequently used to
model the corneal surface. Furthermore, topographic eval-
uation of cornea asphericity has been estimated from the
conicoid that best fits the keratoscopic or keratometric
data.5–7,17–23

Our analysis assumes a rotationally symmetric mathematical
model, but the human cornea may exhibit toricity. Several
groups have investigated the meridional variations of corneal
asphericity.3,7,21 The difference between the maximal and min-
imal values of asphericity is low, ranging from 0.13 to 0.50 in
80% of the corneas.8 This difference in the overall asphericity
change after laser treatments for myopia does not seem to be
significant.

Second, the ablation profile of current lasers for myopia
does not follow Munnerlyn’s formula. The effects of lasers may
differ according to the homogeneity and the location of the
laser beam, and laser manufacturers may have altered initial
nomograms to improve clinical outcomes and eliminate central
islands. Differences in ablation rate of Bowman’s membrane
and stroma or within the stroma may also contribute to this
discrepancy. In addition, the applied fluence at the cornea,

even when the laser beam is homogeneous, decreases with the
distance from the center because of reflection of the UV light
and because of the curvature of the cornea. The achieved
ablation pattern could thus differ from the one attempted.
However, no published data confirm this possibility. Because
the ablation patterns are proprietary, we cannot confidently
accept this possibility as the major explanation for the discrep-
ancy.

Third, wound healing (epithelial hyperplasia, stromal re-
modeling) could be the source of the shape discrepancy. To-
pography patterns have been shown to change with time.24

Variations in epithelial thickness and curvature of the epithe-
lial–stromal interface have been implicated in the refractive
regression occurring after LASIK and PRK.25–28 They may mod-
ify the specific effect induced by the ablation of myopia and
could account for the observed trend to oblateness observed
by Hersh et al.,10 who used corneal topography.

Fourth, photokeratoscopic or videokeratoscopic instru-
ments do not properly assess the shape of the cornea when
spherical algorithm assumptions are used.29 These assump-
tions have been thought to be responsible for the differences
observed between the measured corneal power and the mag-
nitude of change in manifest refraction.13,30,31 Douthwaite32

used calibrated convex ellipsoidal surfaces of known apical
radius (R) and asphericity (p) to assess the accuracy of the
EyeSys videokeratscope (Premier Laser Systems, Irvine, CA).
This device appeared to overestimate both p and R, especially
for asphericities outside the 0.8 to 1.0 region (i.e., the near-
spherical zone). In their study of corneal asphericity after PRK,
Hersch et al.10 acknowledge that idiosyncrasies in their
Placido-based topography system could have affected their
results. These considerations may be important for our pur-

FIGURE 4. Outcome of asphericity for different magnitudes of correction. The values of p2 are plotted against the magnitude of the correction for
different values of p1. For corneas that are initially prolate (p1 , 1), prolateness should increase (p2 , p1 , 1) after myopia treatment, whereas
in oblate corneas (p1 . 1), oblateness should increase (p2 . p1 . 1) within the optical zone after myopia treatment. Spherical corneas remain
spherical (p1 5 p2 5 1) after treatment.
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poses. The information provided by keratoscopes after laser
refractive surgery is subject to cautious interpretation, and
current devices may not be sensitive enough to quantify or
assess precisely the postoperative corneal asphericity within
the ablated zone.

After the correction of myopia, one of the typical topo-
graphical aspects on chromatic maps displays a central circular
area of uniform colder color with regard to the surrounding
surface. If the overall shape of the cornea after treatment is
considered, the central flattening contrasting with the un-
changed peripheral contour may lead to the subjective assess-
ment of postoperative oblateness. Our study focused on the
determination of the theoretical change of asphericity within
the optical zone—that is, the corneal surface of the cornea
receiving the laser treatment. Other typical topographical fea-
tures after PRK have been described, relating nonhomoge-
neous power within the treated zone.33 The “keyhole,” the
semi-circular ablative patterns, and the central islands repre-
sent three entities with different clinical issues, but all are
characterized by the presence of a higher dioptric power area
inside the ablation zone. These features may represent in-
creased prolateness of the cornea. The cause of the central
island has not yet been clarified with certainty, although many
hypotheses have been offered. Our model suggests that preop-
erative asphericity could be another factor, especially in pa-
tients with preoperative marked prolateness.

These considerations point out the ambiguity in the defini-
tion of the asphericity of the corneal surface after refractive
surgery for myopia. To clarify the term, provide an accurate
baseline description of the corneal profile, and model optical

errors such as spherical aberrations, the terms oblate and
prolate should refer only to continuous conical shapes.

Our mathematical procedure for finding the best-fitting
conic section to our given set of points consisted of minimizing
the sum of the offset absolute values and the sum of the square
of the offsets. The latter did not allow the residuals to be
treated as a continuous differentiable quantity, but may have
given to the outlying points a disproportionate effect on the fit,
which was not the case. Using two fitting criteria raises the
question of which method should have been adopted if there
had been discrepancies between the best-fit results of optimiz-
ing p2. The sum of the squared residuals is the most commonly
used method. However, we used the sum-of-residual-fitting
method to confirm our findings. We found that the determina-
tion of p2 was unambiguous, given the small value of both the
sum of the residuals and the sum of the squared residuals.
Therefore, the conic section approximation can also be suc-
cessfully used to describe the corneal profile within the optical
zone after a myopia laser treatment conforming to Munnerlyn’s
equation.

Equations 7 through 10 allow calculation of the apical
radius of curvature of the best-fitting conic section to our set of
points. This radius is independent of the initial value of the
asphericity. This is contradictory to the findings of Patel and
Marshall,34 who found that corneal asphericity could margin-
ally affect the initial refractive outcome of PRK. As in this
study, their mathematical model assumed the corneal surface
to be a conic section and, for a given correction, the amount of
corneal tissue removed by PRK was computed based on spher-
ical corneal optics. However, they arbitrarily assumed that

FIGURE 5. Influence of the initial apical radius of curvature on p2, which is plotted against the magnitude of treatment for three different apical
radii: 7.5, 7.8, and 8.1 mm. The initial corneal surface is prolate. Steeper prolate corneas tend to become less prolate and flatter prolate corneas
more prolate.
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initial and final corneal shapes were typically prolate and ob-
late, respectively. This assumption led to computation of a
different radius of curvature from the one that was expected,
according to the spherical model.

There is general agreement that negative corneal aspheric-
ity has direct optical significance. It is thought to influence
visual performance directly by lowering spherical aberra-
tion,12,16 although this finding remains to be demonstrated.
Patel et al.,17 using optical raytracing of finite schematic eyes,
found that the value of p required to eliminate spherical aber-
ration at the anterior surface is 20.528, given a refractive index
of 1.376.

Despite the elimination of spherocylindrical errors, refrac-
tive surgery may decrease visual performance by altering the
corneal shape and inducing unwanted changes in corneal as-
phericity. Many investigators have noted that after radial kera-
totomy the cornea becomes oblate, because the paracentral
cornea is relatively steeper than the central cornea.35–38 Seiler
et al.39 proposed an aspheric nomogram for PRK, designed to
preserve a negative asphericity. Their clinical results were
encouraging, but the aspheric nomogram used did not take
into account the patient’s preoperative asphericity.

In summary, given that the anterior surface of the human
cornea is the main refractive element of the eye, its shape may
contribute to optical aberrations. For the normal, untreated,
central corneal zone, a conic section can accurately approxi-
mate the profile of the corneal zone remodeled by ablation of
myopia. To limit or treat optical aberrations after refractive
surgery, new profiles including customized aspherical treat-
ments must be developed. The major point of this study—that
the modeling of asphericity compares poorly with reported
asphericity outcomes—warrants better representation and col-
lection of data before and after treatment. One future rationale
may be to use exact raytracing to determine retinal image

quality, given a certain ablation profile and a certain shape
factor, and then look for ways to alter given asphericities to a
desirable level. To reach this goal, further theoretical and
clinical studies of corneal shape after laser refractive surgery
are needed.
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